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Introduction. The idea of the structure space (or dual space) A of an

associative algebra A was introduced by Jacobson in [8]. The space A con-

sists of all kernels of irreducible representations of A, with the hull-kernel

topology: An ideal / in A is in the closure of a subset B ol Ail I contains the

intersection of the ideals in B. For unrestricted infinite-dimensional A, the

dual space need not be Hausdorff or even Ti\ and in many situations it is not

very useful. However, Gelfand and others have shown that for commutative

Banach algebras the dual space is a powerful tool. For noncommutative

Banach algebras, too, the study of the dual space has been found fruitful.

Kaplansky [12 ] has analyzed the dual spaces of C*-algebras whose irreduci-

ble ^representations all consist of completely continuous operators. The im-

portance of this study is emphasized by the fact that the group algebras of

connected semi-simple Lie groups having faithful matrix representations all

fall into this category (see [7]).

This paper deals with some questions concerning the dual spaces of non-

commutative C*-algebras, especially the group C*-algebras of certain groups.

The contents of its three chapters are as follows:

Chapter I centers around the equivalence theorem (Theorem 1.2)(2). This

is a theorem specifically about C*-algebras. It states that, if S is a family of

■"-representations of a C*-algebra A, and £ is a ^representation of A which

vanishes for those elements for which all S in S vanish, then positive func-

tionals associated with £are weakly* approximated by sums of positive func-

tionals associated with S. In another form, it states a one-to-one correspond-

ence between closed two-sided ideals of a C*-algebra and certain subsets of

the positive cone of its conjugate space. In the latter form, the theorem was

communicated to this author by R. Prosser, who also suggested the short

proof of Theorem 1.1 given here. An interesting corollary of this theorem is

the following: If G is a locally compact group, the hull-kernel topology of the

dual space of its group C*-algebra is equivalent to the topology which Gode-

ment defined in [5] for the space (5 of irreducible unitary representations of

G, using functions of positive type. Let us refer to this simply as the topology

of G.
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The equivalence theorem leads naturally to the ideas of weak containment

and weak equivalence. Theorem 1.6 shows that every set of representations

of a C*-algebra A is weakly equivalent to a unique closed set of irreducible

representations (compare the definition of the spectrum of a positive func-

tional, in [5, p. 43]). Theorem 1.7 relates weak equivalence to the construc-

tion of continuous direct integrals of representations. Theorem 1.8 is a di-

gression, and relates the topology of A to the condition that a discrete direct

sum of completely continuous representations be completely continuous.

It should be noted that in this paper the elements of A are the, (topo-

logically) irreducible *-representations of A, rather than the kernels of these.

Chapter II arose from Kaplansky's observation [12, Theorem 4.1] that

the Hausdorff property of the dual space A of a C*-algebra A is related to

the continuity of the real-valued functions P—>\\ Tx\\ (TEA, x fixed). We ask

what is the relation between the topology of A and the functions P—>||PI||

for an arbitrary C*-algebra A. The answer is Theorem 2.1. We also ask how

the topology of A is related to the functions P—>Trace (Tx) (supposing that

Trace (Tx) exists for many x and T). Theorems 2.2 and 2.3 are partial

answers to this question. In §10, we generalize Kaplansky's result [12, Theo-

rem 4.2] that a C*-algebra A all of whose irreducible representations have the

same finite dimension has a Hausdorff dual space. In fact, we show that if

{ T'} is a net of elements of A, all of which are of dimension Sn, and if

P*—>Sm (m = l, • • ■ , r), where S1, ■ ■ ■ , S" are distinct elements of A, then

2Z/m=i<limSmSn.
Chapter III applies the results of Chapter II to calculate explicitly the

topologies of the duals of the wX« complex unimodular groups G (all of whose

irreducible representations together with their characters, are listed in [4]).

The result is Theorem 3.1. The topologies are not Hausdorff, though their

deviations from this property are rather weak (see Corollaries 2 and 6 of

Theorem 3.1). To illustrate, we recall that in the 2X2 case the elements of

G fall into three classes: (i) the principal series of representations Tm>r (m an

integer, r real), (ii) the supplementary series of representations P" (0<s<l),

and (iii) the identity representation 7. Now the topology of G is the natural

topology of the parameters with one exception: as s—>1 —, T' converges both

to 7 and to P20. This failure of the Hausdorff property stems from the be-

havior of the characters. If 7mr, y*, y1 are the characters of Tm'r, T', and 7

respectively, it arises from the fact that

lim y8 = y1 + y2'0.
8->l-

A further fact about G, true for all n, is that each principal series is closed

in G. This has the interesting consequence (Theorem 3.2) that the regular

representation of G weakly contains the representations of the principal non-

degenerate series, and no others.
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Chapter I. Weak containment and the equivalence theorem

1. The equivalence theorem.

Theorem 1.1 (3). £g/ A be any norm-closed self-adjoint algebra of operators

on a Hilbert space H. Then any continuous positive linear functional cp on A

can be approximated in the weak* topology (i.e., pointwise on A) by natural

positive functionals on A, that is, positive functionals \p of the form

k

Ha) = 23 iaxi, xi) (xi E H).
i-l

In fact, the approximating functionals d/ may be assumed to have norm equal

to or less than \\d>\\.

Proof. Let N he the family of all natural positive functionals d/ on A lor

which H^ll^l, considered as a subset of the conjugate space of the real

Banach space B of all Hermitian elements of A. Then N is a convex set con-

taining 0. We verify that the polar set Nr= {aEB\d/(a)^ —1 for \p in N}

(see [2, p. 17]) consists of those a in £ whose negative part a_ satisfies

||a_||^l; and hence that the "bipolar" (NT)T= {\pEB*\\p(a) ^ -1 for a in

N*} consists of all positive functionals \p with ||^|| ^ 1. Applying the theorem

on "bipolars," [2, (8), p. 20], which says that (NT)* is the weak* closure cf N,

we conclude that every positive functional d> with ||c/>|| ̂ 1 is a weak* limit of

natural positive functionals d/ with ||^|| Jjl. Q.E.D.

If A is a C*-algebra, a *-representation T ol A is a homomorphism of A

into the bounded operators on some Hilbert space H = H(T), involution in

A going into the adjoint operation. A positive functional <f> on A is associated

with a ^representation T if there is an x in H( T) I or which </> (a) = (Tax, x)(aEA);

<j> is associated with a family S of ^representations if it is associated with some

Sin S.

Theorem 1.2. Let A be any C*-algebra, T a * -representation of A, and S a

family of *-representations of A. The following four conditions are equivalent:

(i) The kernel J of T contains the intersection I of the kernels of the repre-

sentations in S;

(ii) Every positive functional on A associated with T is a weak* limit of

finite linear combinations of positive functionals associated with S;

(iii) Every positive functional on A associated with T is a weak* limit of

finite sums of positive functionals associated with S;

(iv) Every positive functional <p on A associated with T is a weak* limit of

finite sums \p of positive functionals associated with Sfor which \\\p\\ =§||c/>||.

Proof. It is trivial that (iv)—>(iii)—>(ii). Assume (ii), and let a belong to

(3) This theorem is the same as Lemma 2.1 of [20]. The proof given here was communi-

cated to the author by R. Prosser.
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7 — 7. Then there is a positive functional c6 associated with T for which

4>(a)^0. But, by (ii), <f> is a weak* limit of linear combinations yp of func-

tionals associated with S; for such yp, yp(a) =0. Hence <p(a) =0; and we have

a contradiction. Thus IE J; and we have shown that (ii) implies (i).

Now assume (i), and let S°= X)seS ®s- Since 7D7 = Kernel (5°), a

positive functional <p associated with P vanishes on 7, and hence induces a

continuous positive functional <p' on .4/7, which may be identified with the

range S°(A) of S". Since the latter is norm-closed, apply Theorem 1.1 and

approximate </>' weakly* by sums yp' of natural positive functionals on S°(A)

for which ||^'|| ^||c6'||. Thus, passing back to A, we approximate <p weakly*

by sums yp of positive functionals associated with S°, for which ||^|| ^||c/>||.

But each positive functional associated with S° is itself a norm-limit of sums

of positive functionals associated with S. The last two statements combine to

give (iv). The proof of the Theorem is now complete.

This theorem will be referred to as the equivalence theorem. If S and P are

such as to satisfy conditions (i)-(iv) of the theorem, we shall say that P is

weakly contained in S.

The equivalence of (i) and (ii) is evidently valid for any Banach *-algebra.

However, the equivalence of (i) and (iii) or (iv) depends on the special

properties of C*-algebras; it fails, for example, for the Pi group algebras of

certain groups (see remark following Theorem 3.2).

In case P is a cyclic representation, with cyclic vector £ (that is, the

Ta!;, aEA, are dense in H(T)), each condition of the equivalence theorem is

equivalent to:

(ii') Merely the positive functional <po(a) = (Ta^, £) is a weak* limit of finite

linear combinations of positive functionals associated with S.

Indeed: Assume (ii'); and let nEH(T), <p(a) = (Tan, n). Choose y in A

so that || P„£ — 17II is small. Then <p', defined by <p'(a) = (TaTv£, P„£) =<po(y*ay),
approximates <p in the norm, hence weakly*. Pick a net {ypt} of linear com-

binations of positive functionals associated with S so that ypt—><j>o weakly*. If

ip! (a) =ypt(y*ay), then {ypi } is again a net of linear combinations of positive

functionals associated with S, and converges weakly* to <p', i.e., to a func-

tional approximating <p weakly*. Thus, by the arbitrariness of <p, (ii) holds.

2. Adjunction of a unit. Let A he a C*-algebra without unit, and Ai the

C*-algebra obtained by adjoining a unit 1 to A (see [l,p.275]or [l8,p.207]).

A *-representation P of A is nowhere trivial if £ = 0 whenever P„£ = 0 for all a

in A, or, equivalently, if the linear span of the P„£ (aEA, i-EH(T)) is dense

in 77( 7). To each ^representation P of A, let P1 be the ^representation of A1

coinciding with Pon A, and for which P1^) is the identity operator in H(T).

If S is a family of ^representations of A, S1 will mean j T1] TE&} ■

If 7 is a closed two-sided ideal of A, let 7'= {a+X-l|aG^4, X complex;

ay+XyG7 for all y in A }.

Lemma 1.1. 71 is a closed two-sided ideal of Ai with AC\I1 = I. In fact, if
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T is a nowhere trivial *-representation of A with kernel I, then I1 is the kernel of

T1.

Proof. There exists a nowhere trivial ^representation £ of A with kernel

/. We have £j+xi =0 if and only if 0 = £a+x-i£»£ = Tav+\y% lor all y in A and £

in H(T), i.e., if and only if ay+\yEI lor all y in A. Thus £ = Kernel (T1).

Lemma 1.2. If $ is a family of closed two-sided ideals of A, and J is a closed

two-sided ideal of A, then IDdisS I if and only if /OH/e^J £.

Proof. If the second condition holds, intersect it with A to get the first

(using Lemma 1.1). Let the first condition hold; and suppose a-t-X-lGH/e^)/1.

Then ay+\yEI for all / in g and y in A; so that by the first condition

a+\-lEJl.

Combining Lemmas 1.1 and 1.2, one obtains:

Lemma 1.3. If T is a nowhere trivial *-representation of A, and S is a family

of nowhere trivial *-representations of A, then T is weakly contained in S if

and only if T1 is weakly contained in S1.

3. Application to groups. Let G be a locally compact topological group

with unit element e. Its group algebra Li(G) with respect to left-invariant

Haar measure is a Banach *-algebra, and there is a natural one-to-one cor-

respondence between the unitary equivalence classes of unitary representa-

tions of G and those of the nowhere trivial ^representations of £i(G) (see

[14]). In this correspondence irreducible representations of G correspond to

irreducible representations of Li(G), and vice versa.

Now introduce into L\(G) a new norm ||  ||c defined by

||x||c = sup ||rx||,
T

where T runs over all ^representations of Li(G). (This is the minimal regular

norm; see [16], or [18, p. 235].) The completion of £(G) under || \\c is a

C*-algebra called C*(G), the group C*-algebra of G. The correspondence be-

tween representations of G and of £i(G) carries over into an exactly similar

correspondence between unitary representations of G and ^representations

of C*(G), irreducible representations of one corresponding to irreducible

representations of the other.

If £ is a unitary representation of G, and S is a family of unitary repre-

sentations of G, we say that £ is weakly contained in S if this is the case when

£ and S are considered as representations of C*(G).

We shall now show that, in the case of groups, the weak containment

relation can be defined in terms of the uniform convergence on compacta of

functions of positive type. The essential argument for this is given in [5].

We observe first that the continuous positive functionals on C*(G) and

on £i(G) are essentially the same.
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Lemma 1.4. The restriction map is a one-to-one norm-preserving map of the

set of all continuous positive functionals on C*(G) onto the set of all continuous

positive functionals on Li(G).

Proof. It follows almost immediately from the definition of C*(G) that

the restriction map is one-to-one and onto (see [16] or [18]). We need only

prove that it preserves norm.

If x is a non-negative function in Li(G), and 7 is the one-dimensional

identity representation of G, we have ||x||c^||7x|| =/<?x(g)cig = ||x||i,i(G)

^||x||c. Hence

(1) MUi(G) = Ml* for x G 7i(G), x ̂  0.

Now let { Ui} he a net of compact neighborhoods of e converging to e;

and let x, be a continuous non-negative function on G, vanishing outside Ui,

with JaXi(g)dg = l. By (1), ||xi||li(o = ||xi||c = 1; hence {x{} is an approximate

identity satisfying ||x,|| = 1 in both 7i(G) and C*(G). If/is a continuous posi-

tive linear functional on C*(G), and /' is its restriction to Li(G), we have

(see [18, p. 172])

||/'|| = sup/'(x,* * Xi) = sup/(xf * Xi)
i i

= 11/11-
Thus the restriction mapping preserves the norm.

By Lemma 1.4, the norm of a continuous positive functional/ is the same

whether/ acts on Pi(G) or on C*(G). If {/,-} is a net of such functionals,

with uniformly bounded norm ||/t||, then weak* convergence of {/,-} to /

means the same with respect to LX(G) as it does with respect to C*(G).

If P is a unitary representation of G, and O^^EH(T), the function P

on G defined by F(g) = (P„£, £) is a function of positive type associated with T.

If S is a family of unitary representations of G, a function of positive type is

associated with S if it is associated with some P in S. Functions P of positive

type are extensively investigated in [5]. They are bounded and continuous,

with P(e) =sup„ec | F(g)\. Considered as elements of La(G), or the dual of

Li(G), they are precisely the positive continuous linear functionals on Li(G).

A family 3> of functions of positive type on G will be said to be closed

invariant if:

(i) $ is closed in the topology of uniform convergence on compacta;

(ii) if <f>E$, n is a positive integer, ru ■ ■ ■ , rn are complex numbers,

h, ■ ■ ■ , hn are elements of G, and yp is defined on G by

Hg) =  X) fjrMhj gK),
i,j-i

then ypE$.
Now by an argument based on Gelfand's lemma on the weak* conver-
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gence of functionals, and similar to that used for the proof of Lemma C,

[5, p. 43], we derive the following:

Lemma 1.5. If$is a closed invariant family of functions of positive type, and

if {<pi} is a net of elements of <t> such that:

(i) \\<pi\\ is bounded uniformly in i;

(ii) <pj—>c/> weakly* (as elements of (£i(G))*), then <t>E$-

Theorem 1.3. // G is a locally compact group, T is a unitary representation

of G, and S is a family of unitary representations of G, then T is weakly contained

in S if and only if every function of positive type on G associated with T can be

approximated uniformly on compact sets by sums of functions of positive type

associated with S.

Proof. The "if" part of the theorem follows easily from Lemma 1.4 and

the equivalence theorem. To prove the converse, suppose that T is weakly

contained in S; and let £ be a function of positive type associated with T,

corresponding to the positive functional <p on C*(G). By the equivalence

theorem

(2) d>i -* 4> weakly*,

where each <p,- is a sum of positive functionals on C*(G) associated with S,

and the ||</>,|| are uniformly bounded in i. Let £ be the function of positive

type corresonding to (pi.

We define <£> to be the set of all uniform-on-compacta limits of sums of

functions of positive type associated with S. It is easy to verify that <!> is

closed invariant.-Now FiE$, and, by (2) and Lemma 1.4,

Fi -> F weakly* (in(Z,x(G))*).

Also, by Lemma 1.4, the ||£,j| are uniformly bounded in i. Applying Lemma

1.5, we conclude that FE&, which completes the proof of the theorem.

Corollary. // G, T, S are as in the theorem, T is weakly contained in S,

and H is a closed subgroup of G, then the restriction of T to H is weakly con-

tained in the family of all restrictions to H of members of S.

4. The dual space. The relation of weak containment, applied to irreduci-

ble representations, gives the closure operation in the dual space.

For any C*-algebra, the dual space A will be the set of all unitary equiva-

lence classes of irreducible ^representations of A. It SEA, the closure S of S

will be defined as the set of all T in A which are weakly contained in S, i.e.,

for which nS€§ Kernel (S) C Kernel (£).

This definition of closure in a set of ideals is essentially given in [19,

p. 349]. ^
Our A differs from the Jacobson structure space (see [8]) in two minor

respects: First, its elements are representations, not ideals (note that two

different irreducible representations might have the same kernel). Secondly,
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the representations in A are required to be only topologically, not algebrai-

cally, irreducible. Kadison in [9] has shown that all irreducible ^representa-

tions of a C*-algebra are algebraically irreducible; so that the importance of

the second difference is much reduced. However, in proving that the closure

defined above generates a topology, we need not use Kadison's rather abstruse

result to make Jacobson's classical proof directly applicable; a slight modi-

fication of the latter will suffice.

Lemma 1.6. The above closure operation in A generates a topology.

The topology defined by this closure is called the hull-kernel topology of

A. Unless the contrary is stated, we assume A equipped with this topology.

If G is a locally compact group, the dual space G will be the set of all

unitary equivalence classes of irreducible unitary representations of G,

equipped with the hull-kernel topology, i.e., the topology of (C*(G))* trans-

ferred to G by the natural correspondence between G and (C*(G))  .

Let A be any C*-algebra, P any element of A belonging to the closure

of a subset S of A. By the equivalence theorem, each positive functional <p

associated with P is a weak* limit of sums of positive functionals associated

with S. Since, however, we are dealing now with irreducible representations,

it is now possible to make a stronger statement: Each such c6 is a weak*

limit of positive functionals associated with S; sums are unnecessary. We

next prove this.

First let the C*-algebra A have a unit 1. By P we denote the set of all

normed (i.e., 0(1) =1) positive functionals on A, and by N the set of all

indecomposable positive functionals. Let Q he a weakly* closed subset of P,

and L the weak* closure of the set of all convex linear combinations of ele-

ments of Q.

Lemma 1.7. Every extreme point of L lies in Q.

Proof. Let C(Q) he the space of all continuous complex functions on the

compact Hausdorff space Q, and M(Q) the set of all positive Baire measures

on Q of total mass 1. Each element p of M(Q) corresponds naturally to an

element of (C(Q))*; and the weak* topology of (C(Q))* transferred to M(Q)

will be called the weak* topology of M(Q). Evidently M(Q) is weakly* com-

pact.

To each p in M(Q) and x in A, let

<*v(*) =   I <Pix)dp<p.
J Q

Evidently c/>„GP, and the map p—*pM is continuous in the weak* topologies

of MiQ) and P. So its range cp(Af(())) is compact, hence weakly* closed in P.

On the other hand, <j>iMiQ)) contains all convex linear combinations of ele-

ments of Q, and the latter are dense in <p(M(0;)). It follows that
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(3) L = <f(M(Q)).

Now let d/ he an extreme point of £. By (3) ^=0„, pEM(Q). The lemma

will be proved if we show that p is a point mass, i.e., that its closed hull con-

tains only one point.

Let/o be a point in the closed hull of p; and assume that the closed hull

contains another point distinct from /0. Then, for all sufficiently small open

Baire neighborhoods U of /0,

(4) 0 < p(U) < 1.

Fix such a U. For each Baire set £ let

_ m(£H£) _ „(* - U)
n(R) = —777—'      M2(£) - •

u(U) p(Q - U)

Then the p, belong to M(Q) and, if d>i=d)a., we have

(5) * = „(#)*, + (1 - /.(Wi,

and by (3)

(6) ft E L.

.Since dy is an extreme point of £, (4), (5), and (6) give

(7) 4>i = *•

But

ipi(x) =   I  4>(x)dln<p = —- I d>(x)dpd> -> f0(x)
J u(U) J v

as £ closes down on /0. This combined with (7) shows that d/ =f0 for each /0

in the closed hull of p. Hence there can only be one point in the closed hull

of p.

Theorem 1.4. Let A be an arbitrary C*-algebra, S a subset of A, and T an

element of A. Then the following three conditions are equivalent:

(i) £GS;
(ii) some nonzero positive functional associated with T is a weak* limit of

finite linear combinations of positive functionals associated with S;

(iii) every nonzero positive functional (j> associated with T is the weak* limit

of some net {^.-} of positive functionals associated with S such that ||^i|| =S||</>||.

Proof. It is trivial that (iii) implies (ii); the equivalence theorem gives

that (ii) implies (i). To prove that (i) implies (iii), we assume that ££§•

Suppose first that A has a unit 1. Let d> be a normed positive functional

associated with T, Q the weak* closure of the set of all normed positive func-

tionals associated with S, and £ the weak* closed convex hull of Q. The
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equivalence theorem assures us that <pEL. But now cp is indecomposable,

hence is certainly an extreme point of P. By Lemma 1.7, <pEQ- This proves

(iii) in case A has a unit.

If A has no unit, adjoin one to get Ax. Define P1, S1 as in §2. By Lemma

1.3, P'G(SX)~- If </> is a positive functional of norm 1 associated with P, extend

it to a normed positive functional c/>' on Ai associated with T1. So by the

last paragraph <j>' is the weak* limit of a net {cp/ }, where each <p/ is a normed

positive functional associated with S1. Restricting cp/ to cp,- on A, we have

H^ijl S 1,       <P = lim (pi (in the weak* topology).

The following theorem for groups bears the same relation to Theorem 1.4

as Theorem 1.3 does to the equivalence theorem. Its proof is omitted, since

it is obtained by applying Lemma 1.5 to Theorem 1.4 in the same way that

Lemma 1.5 was applied to the equivalence theorem in the proof of Theorem

1.3.

Theorem 1.5. Let G be a locally compact group, S a subset of G, and T an

element of G. The following three conditions are equivalent:

ii) PGS;
(ii) some function of positive type associated with Tisa uniform-on-compacta

limit of sums of functions of positive type associated with S;

(iii) every function of positive type associated with T is a uniform-on-

compacta limit of functions of positive type associated with S.

It might be conjectured, by analogy with Theorem 1.4, that Theorem 1.5

would remain true on replacing "sums of" by "finite linear combinations of"

in condition (ii). This however is not so. A counter-example is provided by

Theorem 3.2 of this paper, together with the observation that any bounded

continuous complex function on G is a uniform-on-compacta limit of finite

linear combinations of functions of positive type associated with the regular

representation of G.

As we have already remarked, the essential difference between Theorems

1.2 and 1.4 (also between Theorems 1.3 and 1.5) is the replacement of con-

vergence of sums of positive functionals by convergence of single positive

functionals, in the case that the representations are irreducible. There are

other cases in which this replacement is possible. For example, Takenouchi

has pointed out [20, p. 154] that (in our terminology) a representation V

of a locally compact group G is weakly contained in the regular representa-

tion R if each function of positive type associated with V is a uniform-on-

compacta limit of functions of positive type associated with the regular

representation.

Let A he a C*-algebra without unit, and .4i the C*-algebra obtained by

adjoining a unit 1 to A. For each T in A, T1 (for definition, see §2) is in Ai.
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Besides the T1, there is only one other element of Ai, namely, the one-

dimensional representation t sending a+X-1 into X (aEA). Thus A may be

identified (as a set) with Ai—{t}. Lemma 1.3 now gives:

Lemma 1.8. The topology of A is that of Ai relativized to Ai— \t}.

Observe that t belongs to the closure of Ai—{t}. Otherwise ^4i would

contain an element cz+X-l not in A, belonging to the kernels of all

T1 (TEA)- This means that £o+X/ = 0 for all Tin A (I is the identity oper-

ator in H(T)). But X?^0; hence £(_o/\) =/ for all £in A. It follows that —a/X

is a unit element of A.

5. Weak equivalence. Let S and 9 be any two families of ^representations

of a C*-algebra A. If each 5 in S is weakly contained in 9. we say that S is

weakly contained in g. .If S and g are each weakly contained in the other,

they are weakly equivalent.

The following remarks are trivial: (i) If SC9> § is weakly contained in

9; (ii) the relation of weak containment is reflexive and transitive; (iii) the

relation of weak equivalence is an equivalence relation; (iv) if SC^L 9CM,

then § is weakly contained in 9 if and only if S£9; & is weakly equivalent

to 9 if and only if S = 9; (v) any ^representation T of A is weakly equivalent

to any direct sum of copies of T.

Theorem 1.6. // S is any family of * -representations of a C*-algebra A,

there exists a (unique) closed subset 9 of A which is weakly equivalent to S. //

consists of all T in A which are weakly contained in S.

Proof. (A) First assume A has a unit 1; and define £ as the set of all

positive linear functionals dy on A with 0(1) = 1; and Q as the smallest convex

weakly *closed subset of £ containing all positive functionals associated with

S. I claim that an extreme point of Q is an extreme point of £ (compare

[5, Proposition 6, p. 40]).

Let <p he an extreme point of Q; and assume

<b = rti + (1 - r)4,»        (0 < r < 1, d>< E P).

If d> is associated with a representation T, <p(a) = (Tai;, £) (£ cyclic in H(T)),

then a well-known majorization theorem [18, Theorem 1, p. 237] supplies us

with an n in H(T) for which \j/i(a) = (Tav, ■"). Since £ is cyclic, there is a se-

quence {y„j of elements of A with || TVn%\\ =1, Ty^^>v. Put d>„(a) =d>(yr*ayf);

then (pnEP, and </>„—><^i weakly*. Since d>EQ, also d>nEQ; and hence d/iEQ-

Similarly \piEQ- Since c/> is an extreme point of Q, this gives 1^1= \pi = d>- Hence

d> is an extreme point of £; and the claim is justified.

Now let 9 be the (closed) set of all T in A which are weakly contained in

S. It suffices to show that S is weakly contained in 9. If </> is in £ and associ-

ated with S, and if £ is the set of all extreme points of Q, then by the Krein-

Milman theorem c/> is a weak* limit of convex linear combinations of elements
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of P. On the other hand, elements of P are extreme points of P, hence are

associated with representations in g. Thus S is weakly contained in g.

(B) If A has no unit, adjoin a unit 1 to get Ai. Defining S1 as in §2, we

obtain by (A) a closed subset 91 of Ai which is weakly equivalent to S1. Let

9 be the subset of A corresponding to g1 — {r} (see Lemma 1.8). 9 is obviously

weakly contained in S. That S is weakly contained in g follows from the two

facts that S1 is weakly contained in g1 and that t vanishes on A.

We will call the g of Theorem 1.6 the spectrum of S. This definition is a

generalization of [5, Definition 2, p. 43].

6. Weak equivalence and direct integrals. Several authors (for example,

[6]; for other references, see [18]) have studied direct integrals of ^repre-

sentations of C*-algebras. If this notion is defined topologically, rather than

purely measure-theoretically, one can conclude the weak equivalence of the

direct integral representation with the set of component representations.

For details concerning direct integrals, we refer the reader to [6].

Fix a locally compact Hausdorff space T; with each t in T associate a

Hilbert space 77<. A vector field will be a function £ on P such that £(/)G77(

for each /. An operator field will be a function B on P such that, for each t,

Bit) is a bounded linear operator on 77*.

A continuity basis is a family P of vector fields such that: (i) if £, nEF

and r, s are complex, then r^+stjEF; (ii) if £EF, ||£(<)|| is continuous on P;

(iii) for each to in P, {£(<o)|£GF} is dense in 77,0.

For the rest of this section, we fix a continuity basis P. A vector field £ is

continuous if for each to in P, and each e>0, there is a neighborhood U of t0

and an n in P such that ||£(/) — nit)\\ <e for all t in U. An operator field B is

continuous if, for all continuous vector fields £, the map t—>B(t)%(t) is a con-

tinuous vector field.

Now let m be a fixed regular Borel measure on P whose closed hull is P;

and denote by 77' the inner product space of all continuous vector fields £ for

which

f ||£W||2<^/< co,

equipped with the inner product

(*, V) =  f (f(0, vit))dmt.
J T

Following [18], the Hilbert space 77 obtained by completing 77' will be de-

noted by

77 =   f Htidmt)1'2,
%J    rp

the direct integral of the Ht.
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A bounded linear operator b on £ is a direct integral operator if there is a

continuous operator field B such that, for £££', b^EH' and (b£)(t) =£(/)£(/).

We describe this by writing b=f®B(t). The operator field B is uniquely

determined by b.

Lemma 1.9. (i) Ifb=f®B(t), then \\b\\ =sup, ||£(/)||.
(ii) If b=f®B(t), c=f®C(t), then

rb + sc= f ® (rB(t) + sC(l)),

bc =  j    ® B(t)C(t).

(iii) Ifb=f®B(t), b*=f®C(t), then C(t)=B(t)*.

(Note that b might be a direct integral operator, without b* being one.)

Now suppose A is a C*-algebra, and 5 a ^representation of A in H

=fTHt(dmty2 such that Sx=f®Sxt> is a direct integral operator for each x

in A. It follows from Lemma 1.9 that, for each / in £, the map 5(,): x—>.£?

is a *-representation of A in Ht. We then say that 5 is a direct integral of the

S«>, and write S=f®S<'K

Theorem 1.7. // 5=/©5(() is a direct integral representation of a C*-

algebra A, then S is weakly equivalent to {S(t) | tE T}.

Proof. (A) Let t0ET. We shall show that 5('o) is weakly contained in 5.

Letting £££, it is sufficient to approximate

(8) *(*) = (Sx'^do), *(h))

in the weak* topology by positive functionals associated with 5. For each

compact neighborhood U of to, fu will be a continuous non-negative function

on T vanishing outside U, lor which

(9) f (fv(t))2dmt = 1.
J  rp

Putting &/(/) =fu(t)S(t), 4>v(x) = (S£v, £(/), we get (notefrEH'):

<t>uix) =  f (S'jkuit), i,uit))dmt

(10)

=  f ifuiOfisTm, t(t))dmt.
J v

Now (pu is a positive functional associated with 5. By (8), (9) and (10),

limr/^i,(puix) =<p(x) for xE4.
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(B) To prove that 5 is weakly contained in the set of all 5(,), pick £G77'

with compact support D, and put

<p(x) = G«, Q

(ii) r
=   I  <piix)dmt,

J D

where cp'(x) = (Sf^(t), £(£))• It is enough to show that cp is weakly* approxi-

mated by finite sums of the <p'. But this is evident from the integral (11).

7. The regular representation of a group. It is of interest to inquire

which locally compact groups G have the property—which we shall refer to

as property (R)—that their regular representation weakly contains all ir-

reducible representations. Godement [5, p. 77] has observed that, if the

regular representation of G weakly contains merely the one-dimensional

identity representation of G, then it has property (R). It is well known that

this is the case for compact groups and locally compact Abelian groups. But

it is not true for all locally compact groups. Takenouchi has shown in [20 ]

that, if G is a locally compact group whose factor group modulo the connected

component of the identity is compact, then property (R) holds if and only if

G is of type (C) in the sense of Iwasawa.

In Theorem 3.2 we shall determine exactly which irreducible representa-

tions of the nXn complex unimodular group are weakly contained in the

regular representation.

The following remark is mildly interesting:

Lemma 1.10. Let L be the left-regular representation of a locally compact

group G (Ly(x) = y * x for xEL2(G), yELi(G)). Then G has property (R) if

and only if ||y||» = ||P»|| for all y in Pi(G) (see §3 for \\  \\c).

Proof. Property (R) holds if and only if the kernel of L on C*(G) is {o}

i.e., L is an isometry on C*(G). For this it suffices to know that L is an isom-

etry on 7i(G) with respect to ||  \\c.

8. Completely continuous representations. A ^representation P of a C*-

algebra A is completely continuous if Ta is completely continuous for all a in A.

Fix a C*-algebra A.

Lemma 1.11. If T is a completely continuous element of A, then { T} is

closed.

Proof. If 7 = Kernel (P), A/I is the algebra of all completely continuous

operators on H(T). If SE { T}, Kernel (S)D7, so that 5induces an irreducible

representation of A/I. But the latter is well-known to have no irreducible

representation other than the identity map. Hence S=T.

Theorem 1.8. Let T'EA for each i in an index set N. Form the direct sum

T= 2~2ieN ®T\ Then T is completely continuous if and only if the following
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three conditions hold:

(i) Each £* is completely continuous;

(ii) For each i, there are only finitely many distinct j in N with £*=£;

(iii)  The setQ= { £*| iEN} has no limit points in A.

Proof. (A) Assume £ completely continuous. Obviously (i) and (ii) hold.

To show that g has no limit points, it is enough to show that it is closed in A.

Indeed, if this has been done, it will follow, since every subrepresentation of

T is completely continuous, that every subset of g is closed in A. But a set

all of whose subsets are closed has no limit points.

Let / be the intersection of the kernels of the £*; then / = Kernel (£).

Pick an irreducible representation S of A whose kernel contains £ It suffices

to show SEQ-

We will consider £ as a faithful representation of B=A/I, and 5 as an

irreducible representation of B. Now B is (via £) a C*-algebra of completely

continuous operators. By the structure theorem for such (see [10, Theorem

8.3]), B is isomorphic to the C(oo)-sum

Bg* 23 © £(r)>
rew

where each £w is the algebra of all completely continuous operators on some

Hilbert space. To each 5 in W corresponds an irreducible representation 5s

of B:
S":  23 © aT->aa;

r€W

and all irreducible representations of B are of this form. In particular

S=some S". On the other hand, each £* (iEN) gives rise to a representation

of B, and these distinguish points of B. It follows that all S" occur among the

£\ In particular, 5 occurs among the £*, i.e., SE£-

(B) Now assume (i), (ii), and (iii); let / be the closed two-sided ideal of

all x in A lor which Tx is completely continuous. It suffices to show that I = A.

Assume then that I9*A. Then A has an irreducible representation 5

whose kernel contains £ Now 5 is not a limit point of g, so it is not in the

closure of g' = g— {S}. Pick an x0 belonging to the kernels of all Tl in g',

but not to the kernel of 5.

Now either SEQ or SEQ- If 5£g, then g = g', so that x0£Kernel (£),

i.e., £I0 = 0. If SGg, then TXo is 0 on the subspaces of II(T) corresponding to

all T^S, while, on the subspace of H(T) corresponding to the £*=£, TX(t is

completely continuous by (i) and (ii). Thus in either case Tx„ is completely

continuous; and xoG/CKernel (S). This contradicts xo^Kernel (S).

Chapter II. Norm, trace, and topology in the dual

9. Norm and topology. Throughout this chapter, A will be an arbitrary

fixed C*-algebra.
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For each x in A, T—>\\TX\ is a numerical function on A. In general, this

function is not continuous. It is, however, lower semi-continuous, as we now

show.

Lemma 2.1. If §C^4 and TEA, then TE§ if and only if for each x in A,

(i) ||r,||£suP||s,||.

Proof. If 7G§, by the definition of closure there is an x in A for which

supseS ||5,|| =0,J|r,|| >0. So (1) fails.
Assume PGS. By Lemma 1.8 it is sufficient to assume that A has a unit 1.

Again, since ||P»*|| =||Pi||2> we may assume without loss of generality that

x is positive.

Choose £ in 77(P) so that ||i-|| = 1 and

(2) (7^,0 JS || rj|- j-

By Theorem 1.4, there exist S1, ■ ■ ■ , Sn in S, ^EH(S{) (i= 1, • • • , n), and

non-negative Xi, ■ • • , Xn, such that ||i-<|| =1, ^"=i A; = l, and

(3) I 11, Hski, Si)] - (7x£, 0   < 4 *
I   V i=l ' 2

But iSfei, ?,-)^||5j||,so that

n

(4) E HSUi, fc) S max \\s'x\\ S sup ||j,||.
i_i < = l SeS

Combining (3) and (4), we get

(5) (r^,0S8up||5j| + 4--
SeS 2

Now (1) follows from (2), (5), and the arbitrariness of e.

From this we immediately obtain:

Lemma 2.2. For each xin A, the function T—*\\ Tx\\ is lower semi-continuous,

i.e., if Ti—^T in A, then lim inf,-||Pj|| ^||Pz||.

Lemma 2.3. For every net {T*} of elements of A, and every element x of A,

sup||Sx|| ^ lim sup || 7x11,
seg i

where g is the set of all cluster points of { Ti}.

Proof. For each index/ Sy will be the closure in A of {P*|i>-7}. The Sy

form a decreasing net of closed sets, and
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(6) g = D Sy.
i

Let £• = Pises, Kernel (S), £ = DSeg Kernel (S). I claim that

(7) £ = ( U /y)  .

Indeed, let x(£(Uy /,)"". Since (Uy £y)~ is a closed two-sided ideal, there is a

T in A such that TX9*0, and

(8) ( U /yj   C Kernel (T).

Since each Sy is closed, (8) implies that £ belongs to all Sy, i.e., ££g. Therefore

Tx9*0 gives xEK- Thus £C(Uy Jy)-. The opposite inclusion is obvious. This

proves (7).

Now {Ij} is an increasing net of closed two-sided ideals of A. Denote as

usual by x//y the element of the C*-algebra A/Ij corresponding to x. Apply-

ing to (7) an elementary argument valid in all Banach spaces, we have for all

x in A

(9) lim||x//y|| = ||x/£||.
i

Now, since ||x|| =sup7-e^ ||£i|| in any C*-algebra (see p. 411 of [10]),

(10) ||x//y||   =SUP||S,||,
SeS,-

(11) ||*/A"|| = sup||S,||.
S6g

Combining (9), (10), and (11), we get for all x,

(12) lim  sup 11 Si 11 =sup||SI||.
1    seSj ssg

But, by the definition of Sy,

lim  sup ||S»|| ^ lim sup||/.i|| = lim sup ||Tx\\.
}     SeS,- 1     i> 1 i

This and (12) complete the proof.

Theorem 2.1. Let A be an arbitrary C*-algebra, { £*} a net of elements of A,

and S a closed subset of A. The following two conditions are equivalent:

(i) For all x in A, lim,-J|ri|| =supS€S \\SX\\.
(ii) For all subnets {T''\ of { T*}, and all S in A, we have

V —> S if and only if S E §•
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Proof. (A) Assume (ii). Then S is the set of all cluster points of {P*}. By

Lemma 2.3,

(13) lim sup || 7x|| ?s sup 11SiU.
i SeS

On the other hand, if SGS, we have T'—>S, so that by Lemma 2.2

||Si|| S lim inf || ri||.
t

Combining this with (13) we get (i).

(B) Assume (i). Let S°GS; then there exists x in A such that S^O,

Si = 0 for all S in S. By (i), lim< I|PJJ| =0. If at the same time S" is a cluster

point of { T1}, we pick a subnet { V} of {T{} for which T''-*S0. By Lemma

2.2

IISi||  S liminf ||ri'l| = 0.
i

This contradicts S\t^0. Thus all cluster points of {7*} are in S.

Let S0G§. I claim that T'^S". Indeed, if this were not so, there would

be a subnet { T''} of { P*} and a neighborhood U of S° such that all T' are

outside U. Hence there would be an x such that S*5^0, T'f = 0 for all/ Hence

by(i)

sup ||Si|| = lim || Till = lim || Pi || = 0,
seS * I

which contradicts S^t^O. Thus every element of S is a limit of { P*}.

We have proved that S coincides with the set of all limits, and also with

the set of all cluster points, of {P'f. But this is exactly (ii). The proof is

complete.

It may be worth mentioning the status of Lemmas 2.2 and 2.3 and Theo-

rem 2.1 for an arbitrary Banach *-algebra A. For such an A, one defines the

topological space A just as in §4, as the set of all irreducible ^representations

with the hull-kernel topology. Now Lemma 2.3 is still valid in the general

case, but Lemma 2.2 is in general false; consider, for example, the Banach

*-algebra of complex functions continuous on the closed unit disc and analytic

in its interior. As for Theorem 2.1, it holds whenever Lemma 2.2 does.

Corollary 1. 7/^4 is a C*'-algebra, and { T'} a net of elements of A, the

following are equivalent:

(i) lim,- ||Pi|| =0 for all x in A;
(ii) no subnet of {T*} converges to any limit;
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(iii) A has no unit, (T')1—+t in At, and no subnet of {(T1)1} converges to

any other limit (see §2 for Ai, T1, t).

Proof. Theorem 2.1, with S taken as the void set, shows that (i) and (ii)

are equivalent. The equivalence of (ii) and (iii) follows from Lemmas 1.7

and 1.8.

Theorem 2.1 has as a simple corollary a connection between the Haus-

dorff property and the continuity of the functions T—»||£r||.

Let the ideal structure space X of A be defined as the set of all kernels of

irreducible ^representations, topologized with the hull-kernel topology. X is

obtained by identifying elements of A with the same kernel. Since, for TEA,

|| Tx\\ depends only on the kernel of T, we may define NX(I) as || Tx\\ whenever

TEA, Kernel (£)=£

Corollary 2 (see Theorem 4.1 of [12]). X is Hausdorff if and only if each

Nx is continuous on X.

10. Trace and topology. We fix a G*-algebra A, with dual A. The dimen-

sion of a representation S of A will be called dim S, and the trace of an

operator B Tr(£).

Lemma 2.4. // { T*} is a net of elements of A,n is an integer, and dim £*gn

for each i, then {£*} can converge to no more than a finite number of distinct

limits, and, for each such limit S, dim S^n.

Proof. (A) Let T*—*S. To prove dim S^n, we give a well-known argu-

ment using polynomial identities (see §2, [ll]). Let

B = A I D Kernel (£<).
' i

Since the elements of B are separated by the £*', B must satisfy the standard

polynomial identity for the nXn matrix algebra. Hence all its irreducible

representations are of dimension J2«. But, since S is in the closure of the

{/'}, its kernel contains fl,-Kernel (£'); hence it induces an irreducible

representation of B. Combining these facts, we get dim S^n.

(B) Pick such a positive integer p that there do not exist as many as p

linear operators ^4i, • • • , Ap on an re-dimensional Hilbert space for which

\\Ak\\^l (k = l, ■ ■ ■ , p), \\Ak-Aj\\^l/2 (k,j=l, ■ ■ ■ , p; k9*j). We com-
plete the proof by contradicting the assumption that {£'} converges to p

distinct limits S1, ■ ■ ■ , Sp.

By (A) and Lemma 1.11, each one-point set {Sk} is closed in A. Thus, for

k = l, ■ ■ ■ , p, there is a Hermitian element x* of A such that

(19) ||sij| = 8h.

Yet F be the following real-valued continuous function on the reals:
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1    if / JS 1,

F(t) = •     /if      -lSt^l,

-1    if / S - 1.

Applying P to x* (see [12, p. 227]), we have by (19)

\\F(xA\\ S 1,       sUxk) = Fisik) = Sik.

Replacing the x* by the P(xA), we may assume ||x*|| £1. Therefore

(20) || rij| S 1 for all i, and all k = 1, ■ ■ ■ , p.

Fix k^j. Since Sk belongs to the closure of all subnets of { 7'}, Lemma 2.1

gives

1-H-Cjl gliminf||r:t_i,||.

Hence there is an i0 such that ||Pit_i.|| Jsl/2 for all i>io- We may therefore

pick an i such that

||7x* - P»,-|| ̂  1/2       for all k, j = 1, ■ • ■ , p; k ^ j.

This combined with (20) contradicts the definition of p.

Lemma 2.5. Let { P*} be a net of n-dimensional representations in A, and

suppose S1, S2, • • • , Sr are distinct elements of A such that

(i) for all subnets { T''} of { P'}, and all S in A, we have T''—*S if and only

if S = some Sk;

(ii) for each x in A, Tr(Pi) approaches some limit aix).

Then there exist positive integers nti, • • • ,mT such that

r

(21) 2Z w* dim Sk < n,
*=i

' k
(22) cr(x) = 2~1 WiTr(Si)       for all x in A.

Proof. By Lemma 2.4, r is finite, and dim SkSn. By (i) and Theorem 2.1,

(23) Hm || ri|| = max||Si|| (*G4).
*-=i

Denote dim Sk by dk.

(A) Let Pkj ij = l, • • • , dk) be orthogonal one-dimensional projections in

77(S*). We shall first show that there are positive elements x4y in

A (ife = l, • • • ,r;f = l, ■ • • , dk) for which
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(a) Slkj = 8qkPkj;

(b) There exists io such that, lor i>i0, the TXk. (k = 1, • ■ r;j = l, ■ ■ ■ , df)

are orthogonal nonzero projections in £(£'), with dim TXk. independent of

i and j.

To prove this, we select 23t=i d* distinct positive integers

wkj (k = 1, ■ ■ ■ , r;j = I, ■ ■ ■ , df),

and put Bk= 23?*i wkjPkj- Choose a positive element z ol A such that

(24) s\ = Bk       for each k.

Pick 1/4 =ge>0. I claim that io can be found to satisfy the following, which

we will call property (P):

For i>io, T\ has at least one eigenvalue in each interval \wkj — e, wkj + e],

and no eigenvalue lying outside [0, e] and also outside all [wki — e, wKj + e].

Indeed: Fix k, j. Yet F be a continuous non-negative function on the reals

which is 0 outside [wkj — t, wkj + e], and 1 at wkj. By (24)

SfM = F(Sl) = F(Bq) = 8qkPki.

Hence S}^9*0. So, by (23), lim; || £jpW|| exists and is not 0. Therefore we

may choose io so that, for i>i0, ||£f.{2)|| >0, i.e. F(Tif)9*0. But the latter

implies that T\ has an eigenvalue in [wkj — e, wkj + e].

Thus io can be chosen to satisfy the first half of property (P).

Now pick a non-negative continuous function G on the reals which is 0

at 0 and at each wkj (k = l, ■ ■ ■ , r;j=l, • • • , dk), and is 1 at all points which

lie outside all the intervals [ — e, e] and

[wkj - e,wkj + e]  (k = 1, • • • , r;j = 1, • • ■ , df).

Then

Sow = G(Sl) = G(Bf) = 0,

so that by (23)

lim||ro(,)|| = 0.

Now choose i0 so that not only does the first half of property (P) hold, but

also, for all i>io, ||/o(Z)|| =||G:(£i)|| <1, i.e., Tl has no eigenvalues at places

where G is 1. Then io satisfies property (P). Fix this io.

Now, for k = l, ■ ■ ■ , r; j=l, ■ • • , dk, select a non-negative continuous

function Kkj on the reals which is 1 on [wki — e, wkj+e] and 0 outside

[wkj — 2e, wk) + 2e]. If xkj = Kkj(z), we have by (24)
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SXkJ = KkJiSz) = Kkj(Bq)

=  SqkPkj,

which is (a). If i>io, then by property (P), TiXk. = Kkj(Tl) is a nonzero projec-

tion on 77(7'), and all the T\   (k = l, ■ • • , r;j = l, ■ ■ ■ , dk) are orthogonal.

Let d\j be the dimension of the range of PL. Now dy = Tr(TiXlij), which by

hypothesis approaches cr(xty). But a convergent set of integers is eventually

constant. Denoting the eventually constant value of d\j by mkj-, I claim that

mkj depends only on k.

Indeed, fix k, and let ji and j2 he two of the integers 1, • • • , dk. Select a

partial isometry C on H(Sk) so that CC*=Pk,jv C*C = Pk,j2; and let uEA,

Sl = 5qkC. Then

S'uu'-Xk,j ) = 0        for all q.

Hence by (23)

||T\uu'-Xk,, >|| -+0;
t

so that

Tr(Tl') - Tr(7Jt,.) -? 0.
1    i

Similarly

Tr(Pk) - Tr(7it,.) -> 0.■    i

But Tr(Pju.) =Tr(Pj,.J. so that

Tr(rlt.,) - Tr(7i    ) ^> 0.

But this means that mk,j1 = mK,ji, which proves that m^ depends only on k.

Write mk for w*y.

(B)  I claim that the nik thus defined have the properties (21) and (22).

Indeed, for large enough i, the TXk. are orthogonal projections in 77(7')

of dimension mk. Hence

r

k ^ Z w* = Z mkdk,
k,j k~i

which is (21).

Consider now any Hermitian element x of A such that
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(25) PkjS, = SkxPki (k = 1, ■ ■ ■ , r;j = 1, • ■ • , df).

Then for suitable real X*y, we have S* = 23y Xjty£*y. Now look at u = x

— 23*.yX*yX*y. We have

Su   =   Zj ^qjPqj —   2-1  ^*>J**y   =   0
y * .y

by (a). Hence by (23),

lim Tr(/*) = 0.
i

Therefore,

0 = lim |Tr(r*) - 23 X*yTr(^M)l
i    1 k.j J

= lim (ti(Tx) - 23 «t 23 Xi,)

= lim JTr(ri) - 23 »* Tr(S*)l ,
<     ( t-i /

from which follows (22).

Now, for any preassigned Hermitian x in A, there is a set of £*y for which

(25) holds. Thus (22) will be established if we show that the mk are independ-

ent of the £ty with which we start. For this, choose a Hermitian x so that Sz

is the identity operator on H(Sk), while S% = 0 for q9*k. This x satisfies (25)

for any set of £*y. Hence using this x in (22), we have

o-(x) = mkdk.

Thus mk is independent of the choice of the Pkj. We have therefore shown that

(22) holds for all Hermitian elements, and hence for all elements. The proof

is complete.

If A has a unit 1, then equality holds in (21). Indeed, substituting x = l in

(22), we have a(l)=n, Tr(Sj) =dim Sk.

Theorem 2.2. Let {£*} be a net of n-dimensional representations in A

(n finite), and let S1, ■ ■ ■ , Sr be distinct elements of A such that for all subnets

{ £''} of { £'}, and all S in A, we have T''—*S if and only if S = some Sk. Then

there exists a subnet { T''} of { £*}, and positive integers mi, ■ ■ ■ , mT such that

r

(26) 23 w* dim S* ̂  n,
*=i

and
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(27) lim Tr(ri') =£% Tr(st)
k=l

for all x in A.

Proof. For fixed x in A, | Tr(Tx) | ^w||x|| for all i. Hence, picking a univer-

sal subnet (see [13, p. 81 ]) { T''} of { P4}, we find that Tr(Pi') converges to

some limit for each x in A. Now { T''} satisfies the hypotheses of Lemma 2.5;

and the conclusion of that lemma gives the theorem.

The following example shows that in Theorem 2.2 the subnet |P''} is

unavoidable; in general, (26) and (27) cannot be satisfied with the original

{T<}.
Let A be the C*-algebra of all sequences x = (xci), x(2>, • • • ) of 2X2

complex matrices satisfying: (i) lim,-.^ Xi^lim,-,,, X® = 0; (ii) lim.-..^ xn'

= lim,^0O X22+1) exists; call it cr(x); (iii) lim,-..,,, x^4)=0. Note that cr is a one-

dimensional representation of A. If P(n) is the irreducible representation send-

ing x into x(n), we have lim,,,,, || Txn)\\ = | cr(x) | for xEA; so that, by Theorem

2.1, the hypotheses of Theorem 2.2 are satisfied with {S1, • • ■ , Sr} = {a}.

On the other hand, Tr Pin)—»cr(x) and 2cr(x) as w—><» through even and odd

values respectively.

Corollary 1. Let { P'] be a net of elements of A, all of dimension equal to

or less than the integer n; and let S1, ■ ■ ■ , S' be distinct elements of A such that

Ti—^iSk for each k. Then

T

y^ dim Sk S n.
k-l

Proof. Pick a universal subnet [ T'1} of { T'}. Then dim T' is eventually

equal to some mSn; Tr(Tx) approaches a limit for each x in A; and

JS1, ■ • • , Sr} can be enlarged to a set {S1, • • • , S'} (finite by Lemma 2.4)

for which (i) of Lemma 2.5 holds. Then the hypotheses of Lemma 2.5 hold

for { 7''} ; and the conclusion of that lemma gives

X) dim S* S Z) dim S*
*=i t-i

t
^ 2~2 mk dim S* S n.

k=l

Corollary 2 [12, Theorem 4.2]. If all irreducible representations of A are

of the same finite dimension n, A is a Hausdorff space.

Proof. By Corollary 1, no net of elements of A can converge to more than

one limit.

Corollary 3. If {T*} is a net of n-dimensional elements of A (n finite),
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and S1, • • • , Sr are distinct elements of A for which (i) T* —* iSk for all

k = l, ■ ■ • , r, and (ii) 23t-i dim Sk = n; then, for all x in A,

lim Tr(ri) = 23 Tr(st).
• *=i

Proof. If the conclusion fails, there is an x in A, and a subnet { £''} of

{/*}, such that Tr(T'f) eventually lies outside some neighborhood U of

23t-i Tr(S*). By (ii) and Corollary 1, no subnet of { £*}, hence no subnet of

{£'}, can converge to any element of A distinct from the Sk. Hence the

hypotheses of Theorem 2.2 hold, and there are a subnet { T""} of {£''}, and

positive integers mi, • • • , mr, such that

r

(28) 23 »»* dim S* g n,
k-l

and

(29) lim Tr(r;,P) = 23 «* Tr(S*).
p k~l

Now (ii) and (28) give mk = l. But then (29) contradicts the definition of

{£"}.
11. Boundedly represented elements. This section contains a partial con-

verse of Theorem 2.2 (Corollary 2 of Theorem 2.3).

Let H be an arbitrary Hilbert space, with bounded linear operators

A, B, C. Denote the range of A by rng.,4, and the dimension of rng A by

dim rng A. The reader will easily verify the following lemma:

Lemma 2.6. Suppose dim rng A ^n, dim rng B^m. Then dim rng A*^n,

dim rng (A+B) ^n+m, dim rng (AC) ^n, and dim rng (C<4) ̂ n. There is a

projection P such that dim rng P^2n, and PAP = A.

Now let A be a C*-algebra, and g a fixed family of ^representations of A'

An element x of A is boundedly represented in g if there is an integer n such that

dim rng Tx^n lor all T in g.

Lemma 2.7. The elements of A which are boundedly represented in Qform a

self-adjoint two-sided ideal of A (not necessarily closed).

Proof. By Lemma 2.6.

Lemma 2.8. Let xbe a positive element of A which is boundedly represented in

g. // S£g, and { T'} is a net of representations in g, such that, for all

m = l, 2, ■ • • , we have

(30) lim Tr(r^) = Tr(Sy),

then
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lim || ri|| = ||Si||.
i

Proof. By Lemma 2.6 and bounded representedness, choose an integer n,

an ^-dimensional projection P' in 77(7*), and an w-dimensional projection Q

in H(S), so that

Pi = ffj,       Sx = QSXQ.

Since x^O, Tx3^0; let X{, • • • , X'„ be the eigenvalues of T*x in rng P*. Similarly,

let pi, • ■ • , p„ be the eigenvalues of Sx in rng Q. Then

Tr(7>0 = ± (Xlf,
k=\

Tr(Si«) = ± ul
k=l

Taking mth roots of (30), we have for each m

(31) Hm [ 2: (Xi)mj      - [£«."]

But
[n "ll/m ,,

E (X*) -=n    ||7i||,
*=i J

2«      ^»'"N|.
A=l J

Combining (31), (32), and (33), and letting m become arbitrarily large, we

obtain the conclusion of the lemma.

Theorem 2.3. Let g be a family of *-representations of A, S an element of

9, and { T'} a net of elements of Q. Suppose A contains a dense self-adjoint

subalgebra B such that (i) every x in B is boundedly represented in g; (ii) for

every x in B, linii Tr(7^) =Tr(Si). Then, for every x in A,

(34) lim||7i|| =||Si||.
t

Proof. For positive elements x of B, (34) follows from Lemma 2.8. This,

together with ||Pj»,|| =||7i||2 and the same for S, implies. (34) for all x in B.

By continuity and denseness, (34) holds for all x in A.

Corollary 1. Let g, B, {T*} be as in the theorem. If limi Tr(Pl) =0 for

all x in B, then lim,-1| P*|| =0 for all x in A.

Proof. Take S to be the zero representation in the theorem.
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Corollary 2. Assume that A has a dense self-adjoint subalgebra B such

that every x in B is boundedly represented in A. Let {T'} be a net of elements of

A, and S1, ■ • • , S* a finite sequence of elements of A (not necessarily distinct),

such that for all x in B,

(35) limTr(Z^) = 23 Tr(s£).
• k=i

Then, for all S in A, T*—>iS if and only if S = some Sk.

Proof. Let g be the set of all direct sums of at most r elements of A. Then

B is boundedly represented in g. If S° = S1® ■ • ■ ®Sr, then S° and T{ all be-

long to g, and, by (35), we may apply the theorem to conclude, for x in A,

II       l'll II      ̂ 11 r II r-k\\
hm II T^lI = ||SX|| = max||S*||.

i * = 1

Now Theorem 2.1 gives the required conclusion.

Chapter III. The duals of the complex unimodular groups

12. The group algebra of a semi-simple group. Throughout this section

G will be a semi-simple connected Lie group with a faithful continuous matrix

representation. Let £ be a maximal compact subgroup of G. Fix Haar meas-

ure dg in G and du in U (du being normalized so that U has measure 1). Then,

for x in Li(G) and y in Li(U), there are natural convolutions x * y and y * x,

both lying in £(G). This is a special case of the definition of the convolution

of finite measures on G (see [5]).

Denote by £ the family of all minimal central projections in £(£) (see

[14, p. 161]).
The convolution on £(G)X£(£) can be extended to a convolution on

C*(G)XLi(U). Indeed, if xELi(G), yELi(U), and £ is a unitary repre-
sentation of G,

\\Ty4 = \\TyTx\\ ^ \\Ty\\ \\Tx\\ ^ llylkoollxHc-cG).
Hence ||y * x||c*(o ^||y|Ui<r/)||x||c*(c); and similarly for x * y. It follows that

x * y can be defined on C*(G) X£(£) so as to be jointly continuous in both

variables; and similarly for y * x. The equations TXky= TxTy, Tv.x = TyTx are

preserved under this extension.

Since finite linear combinations of elements e*y (eEE, yELi(U)) are

dense in £(£), we easily obtain:

Lemma 3.1. Finite linear combinations of the e * x */ (e, fEE, xEC*(G))

are dense in C*(G).

Now it is proved in [7, Lemma 4, p. 505] that, for each e in £, the sub-

algebra e * Li(G) * e satisfies a standard polynomial identity. Since this sub-

algebra is dense in e * C*(G) * e, we have:
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Lemma 3.2. For each e in E, e * C*(G) * e satisfies a standard polynomial

identity. Consequently there is an integer n such that every irreducible representa-

tion of e * C*(G) * e is of dimension equal to or less than n.

Let P be an irreducible representation of G, or, equivalently, of C*(G).

For e in P, Pe,i,e leaves the range of Te invariant and annihilates its orthog-

onal subspace.

Lemma 3.3. P restricted to e * C*(G) * e is irreducible on the range of Te.

This is proved as [7, Lemma 3, p. 505].

Now let B' be the set of all finite linear combinations of elements

e*x*f (e,fEE, xEC*(G).

Lemma 3.4. B' is a dense self-adjoint subalgebra of C*(G). Every element of

B' is boundedly represented in G ( = C*(G))~.

Proof. By Lemmas 3.1, 3.2, and 3.3.

This lemma of course connects with Theorem 2.3 and its corollaries.

13. The complex unimodular groups. For the rest of this chapter we shall

be considering the nXn complex unimodular group G = SL(n), the group of

all complex nXn matrices of determinant 1 (n being fixed). The irreducible

unitary representations of G belonging to the various principal and supple-

mentary series, as well as their characters, are described in [4]; and are

proved in [17] to exhaust all of G. Our goal now is to find the topology of G.

The principal tool for this will be Corollary 2 of Theorem 2.3, applied to the

characters of the representations.

It is shown in [4] that the elements of G may be specified by parameters

as follows:
By a (proper) set of parameters we shall mean a triple v, p, p, where, for

some r=l, 2, ■ ■ ■ , n, v = (vu v2, ■ ■ ■ , vr), p = (pi, P2, • • • , Pr), and

p = (pi,P2, ■ • • , p/) are three r-termed sequences satisfying:

(i) The Vi are positive integers satisfying Ei-i ^i = n;

(ii) The pi are integers;

(iii) The pt are complex;

(iv) For some permutation p of {l, • • ■ , r}, and some non-negative

integer r such that 0S2rSr, we have: (a) vPu) = l tor i=l, • ■ ■ , 2r; (b) for

C7=l,   •    •   •   , T, Pp(2q-l)=Pp(2q),   Pp(2q-1) = P~p(2q) , 0 < I Ul  Pp(2q) < 1 \   (c)   f Or t = 2t + 1,

■ • • i r> Ppia is real.
In case v, p, p satisfy (i), (ii), (iii) and (iv'), where (iv') is obtained from

(iv) by replacing in (b) "0<lm pp(2o) <1" by "0<lm pP(2q)S 1," we shall speak

of v, p, p as an extended set of parameters.

Fix an extended set of parameters v, p, p. The 5th block of integers (with

respect to v) will be the set {^1+ • • • +j»,_i + 1, • • • , vi+ ■ ■ ■ +v,}. If

gEG, let g* he the submatrix of g consisting of the rows of the 5th block and
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the columns of the /th block. Define K to be the subgroup of G consisting of

those k for which k* = 0 whenever s>t (triangular block matrices). Finally,

denote by X the complex homomorphism of K:

(1) X(k)=   n|Ay|W+i"Ay-%
y-i

where Ay = det (k*f). Obviously, K and X depend on v, p, p.

If v, u, p is a proper set of parameters, the homomorphism X of K induces

an irreducible unitary representation T=T'-"-1' of G (see [4]); these exhaust

all of G (see [17]).

There are equivalences among the T"'1'-1', as follows:

Lemma 3.5. T'^-'^T"'' •"'•"' if and only if (a) the length r of the sequences

v, u, p is equal to the length of v', p,', p', and (h) there exist a permutation p of

{1, ■ ■ ■ , r}, an integer m, and a real s, such that, for » = 1, • • • , r, we have

Vi    =  Vp(i), Hi    = Pp(i) + m, pi    = pp(i) + s.

The representations £"■"•'' are classified into series as follows, in accord-

ance with the values of r, vi, • • ■ , vT, and r:

In view of Lemma 3.5, we assume in this paragraph, without loss of gen-

erality, that vi^Vi^ • ■ ■ ^vr. 11 this is so, the (vi, • • - , v,\ t) series will be

the set of all £""" having the given v and the given value of r. Each £ in G

lies in one and only one such series. If t = 0, the series is principal; otherwise

it is supplementary, ll r = n and all vt = 1, the series is nondegenerate; otherwise

it is degenerate.

For example, if « = 2, the elements of G are classified as follows:

(a) The principal nondegenerate series : r = 0, r = 2, j'1 = j'2=l. By Lemma

3.5, the representations of this series are determined by m=pi—pi and

r=pi—pi. We write T'-*''l'=Tm'r in this case where m and r run over the

integers and the reals respectively. One has Tm'r=Tm'-T' if and only if either

m=m', r = r' or m= —m', r= —r'.

(h) The supplementary nondegenerate series: r = l, r = 2, j'i = j'2 = l. By

Lemma 3.5, we may take pi=p2 = 0, px= —is, Pi = is, where 0<s<l. Writing

£* for £'•"'', we have T'^T*' if and only if s = s'.

(c) The principal degenerate series: t = 0, r = l, j>i = 2. This contains only

the identity representation £

14. The parameter space. Let QT be the family of all extended sets of

parameters with sequences of length r. As a subset of 3r-dimensional complex

space, Qr acquires a natural topology. The set Q = U%1 Qr of all extended sets

of parameters has a natural topology as the direct sum of the Qr; with this

topology we call it the extended parameter space. The family P of all proper

sets of parameters is a dense subspace of Q, called the (proper) parameter

space.
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Define an equivalence relation ~ in Q by requiring that iv, p, p)

~(j>', p', p') if and only if conditions (a) and (b) hold in Lemma 3.5. The

set Q of equivalence classes of ~ inherits a natural quotient topology from Q,

which is clearly locally compact and Hausdorff. The set P of those equiva-

lence classes which are contained in P is a dense subset of Q. The topology of

Q relativized to P will be called the natural topology of P. By Lemma 3.5 P

is in one-to-one correspondence with G. The topology of G transferred to P

will be the hull-kernel topology of P. We may sometimes fail to distinguish

corresponding elements of P and G.

15. The characters. It is shown in [4] that each P in G is characterized

by a complex function 7=7r on G, called the character of P, and given by

e z(5(3)) n i p(5.<s)) 11 det «r r

(2) 7(5) = —-—.-1-
\ D(8)\

The notation in (2) will first be explained. Let v, p, p he a set of parameters

for P, the sequences being of length r.

If 8 is a diagonal nXn matrix, and 5 is a permutation of (1, • • • , «},

then 5W will be the diagonal matrix (5(s,)ti = 5,(,-),,(,-). It i = l, ■ • • , r, then 5,

will mean 8* (see §13); and Sjs) means (5(,)),-. Denote by Z the group of

permutations of {1, • • • , n} which leave setwise invariant each ith block of

integers with respect to v (i = l, ■ ■ ■ , r). The symbol Es means summation

over a set of permutations 5 of {l, ■ • • , n} which contains exactly one

permutation from each left coset sZ. The X is the complex homomorphism

defined in (1). D(h) is the discriminant of the characteristic equation of 5,

i.e., for a diagonal nXn matrix 5, D(d) = Eist'-O's" (bu — bjf)2 (if n — l,

7>(5) = 1).
Clearly 7(5°°) =7(6) for each permutation s of [ 1, • • • , n}. If g is a

matrix in G whose eigenvalues are all distinct, we may define 7(f) without

ambiguity by setting 7(g) =7(8), where 5 is any diagonal matrix whose di-

agonal elements are the eigenvalues of g. The 7 so defined (on almost all of

G) we call yT or 7".<••<>.

Lemma 3.6. 7/x is of the form y * z, where y, z are continuous complex func-

tions with compact support on G, then for each proper set of parameters v, p, p,

Tr(7rP) =   f x(g)y,,"%)dg.
J a

For this lemma, see [4, Theorem 11, p. 146 and Theorem 12, p. 150].

Now (1) and (2) will be used to define y=y"-i,-i> as a function on G even

when v, p, p is only an extended set of parameters. A routine verification gives:

Lemma 3.7. If (v, p, p) and (v', p', p') are in Q, and (v, p, p)~(v', p', p'),

then y».»,p=y''i''.f'\
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In view of this lemma, y" may be considered as defined for the equivalence

classes q belonging to Q. Indeed, if (v, p., p)EqEQ, put y=y-»-i'.

Lemma 3.8. If qEQ, {<Z'} is a net of elements of Q, and g*—>g in the natural

topology of Q, then, for each bounded function x on G with compact support,

(3) J x(g)y"\g)dg -> f x(g)y(g)dg.

Proof. Since Q has a countable basis of open sets, it is enough to suppose

that {g*} is a sequence.

As g in G ranges over the compact support of x, its eigenvalues also range

over a compact set. Hence y"(g) and the yq'(g) are all majorized by a con-

stant times 1/| £(5) | ; and the latter is summable over any compact subset

of G. Further, it is clear that y"'(g) —*y"(g) lor almost all g. Equation (3) now

follows from the Lebesgue dominated-convergence theorem.

Lemma 3.9. // {q'} is a net of elements of Q converging to the point at infinity

of Q, then, for each bounded function x on G with compact support,

(4) J x(g)y«\g)dg -+ 0.

Proof. A being the diagonal subgroup of G, it is clearly possible to de-

compose Haar measure dg thus:

(5) f f(g)dg =   fdsf f(g-l8g)d„sg,
J a J a    J a

where d8 is Haar measure on A, and ps is some measure on G depending on 5.

Let qi contain the extended set of parameters (v, p,\ p{); and let X{ be

the homomorphism (1) corresponding to this set. In proving (4) it is clearly

sufficient to suppose the v* are all the same. Substituting the definition of

y' into (5), we find that fx(g)yqK(g)dg is the sum of a finite number of terms

(the number being independent of i), each of which is of the form

(6) f Xi(8)L(5)d5,
J A

L being summable on A and independent of i.

NowXi(8)=X\(8)Xt2(8),whereX\(8) = (X<(8)){(\Xi(8)\),Xi2(8) = \Xi(8)\.
But X| is a character belonging to the dual group A of the commutative group

A. As g*—><» in Q, it is easy to see that X\—*<» in A. If X\ were independent

of i, the desired conclusion that (6) approaches 0 in i would follow from the

well-known theorem that the Fourier transform of a summable function £

on A is 0 at oo (in A). On the other hand, though X\ does depend on i, we have
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|lmp£| gl; and a uniformity argument shows that the desired conclusion

follows in this case also.

16. The sum formula. Let q be an element of Q — P. Then the function

73 is not the character of any representation. Nevertheless, we shall show in

this section that yq is the sum of a finite number of characters of representa-

tions. It will turn out that the non-Hausdorff character of G arises from this

sum formula.

Suppose that v, p, p is an extended, but not a proper, set of parameters;

in fact, suppose that i'i = j'2 = l, pi=p2=p, pi=<r — i, p2 = a+i. Z will be as in

§15; and S will denote a cross-section of left Z cosets, i.e., a set of permutations

of {l, • • • , n} containing exactly one element from each left coset sZ. Let

5 be a diagonal matrix in G; 8js) means the same as in §15.

By (2), 7"'"'P=7 is given by

I D(6) | 7(5) = E   fi { I det aj° ̂ "-"(det l,V | Difif) | } .
«es    j-i \ '

For each u, v = l, • • ■ , n, U9^v, we define S(u, v) to be the set of all s in S

for which 5(1) =u, s(2) =v. Noting that S = UW?.„ S(u, v), we transform the last

equation to

I I . ^—* r I I *»+lff   —Ml I /i+lV—2   —|*

| D(o) | y(d) =       2-f      11 5nu |      5U„ | Svv \ 5VV
U,V—l',U^V

X     E     Illdetsyr^dettfriDiB?)]]
l€S(u,v)      j—3

(7)

x e riidet5;'r,+fPi"'''(det5rriP(8r)i].
s€S(«,u)   ;'—3

Now let v' = (2, y3, • • • , vf), p' = (p, p3, • • ■ , Pr), p' = (<r, p3, • • • , pr). If

Z' is the group of permutations of {1, • • • , n} leaving setwise invariant the

blocks with respect to v', then S'=U2,c=i;o<, S(w, v) is a cross-section of left

Z' cosets. Therefore, abbreviating y'•"'•»' to 7', we have

I P(5) I 7'(8) = E { I 5uuS„ \"+ia~\suuSvvf I 5UU - S„ |2

x e nidet5rr'p^(det5r)rip(5r)i}.
lSS(«,»)      J-3 /

Note that for any complex x, y,
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1            1         \ x — y 2          y             x
-1-, _ J--±- = —-1-.
|x|2      | y |2 |xy|2        x | y j2     y|x|2

Equations (7) and (8) thus give

| D(8) | (y(8) - y'(8)) = 23 { I «.. faZ"*1 8„ F^oT'

X    L    11 I det 5y (det 5i )     I -°(5y ) I (

=  | D(8) | y"(o),

where 7"=7"""",p", and v" = v,

p" — (pt + 1, p — 1, ps, ■ ■ • , Iii),        p" = (a, a, p^ ■ ■ ■ , pT).

We thus obtain

(9) y.f.p =: y'.^'.f' -(- yv",n",r>"_

For convenience we describe an extended set of parameters v, u, p by a

3Xr matrix

Vl        V2  •   •   •   Vr

(10) v4  =     p.1     Hi  ■   ■   ■ pr    ,

Pl      P2 •   •   • Pr

and write yA for y^". Now, iterating (9), we obtain the following lemma:

Lemma 3.10. //

1 1 1 1      ■ • •     1 1      j>2t+i • • ■ vf

(11) A   = pi pi Pi Hi ■   •   • Pr Ur       Pir+1   '   '   '  Pr     ,

. <7i — i   ai + i   ai — i   ai + i ■ • • <jT — i aT + i p2r+i • • • pr J

we have yA = 23-Wi,---,mt7(Mi- ' ,J,'S), where

"2r+l   *   *   •   Vr

(12) £  =      A*2t+1   •   •   •  Mr

■ P2r+1   '   ■   •  pr.

awe/ eac/t Afy (j = 1, • ■ • , t) runs over the two possibilities

2 1 f     * 1
(13) py     and     m + 1    pj — 1  .

.aj) I     a j a j
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For illustration, let us apply Lemma 3.10 to the 2X2 case. Here Q — P

contains exactly one element q, described by the matrix

1    1

0 0   ;

, — i     i

q is the limit, in the natural topology, of the representations P* (of the supple-

mentary series) as s—*1. Since

2 '

0

. 0,

corresponds to the identity representation 7, and

1 1

1  -1

.0      0,

to the representation P2'0 of the principal series (see end of §13), Lemmas 3.8

and 3.10 give

(14) lim y1* = y" = y' + 7r2'°.

17. The topology of G. We are now ready to describe completely the hull-

kernel topology of P (=G).

If A is the matrix of v, p, p (see (10)), let [A ] he the point of Q to which

v, p, p belongs.

Theorem 3.1. With each point q of Q, we associate one or more points of P

as follows:
(i) 7/ gGT3, with q is associated just q itself;

(ii) If qEQ — P, Q= [A ], where A is the matrix (11), with | Im py| <1 for

j>2r, then with q are associated precisely the

[Mi ■ ■ ■ MTR],

where R is as in (12), and each M,- runs over the two alternatives (13).

Now if AEP, the hull-kernel closure of A consists exactly of those p in P

which are associated with some q in the natural closure of A (with respect to Q).

Proof. Recalling the definition of P (§12), we define B as the set of all

finite linear combinations of elements e * x * y */, where e, /GP, and x and

y are continuous functions with compact support on G. Since the x * y are

dense in C*(G),B is dense in B' (see §12); hence, by Lemma 3.4, B is a dense
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self-adjoint subalgebra of C*(G), all of whose elements are boundedly repre-

sented in G. By Lemma 3.6,

(15) Tr^"") =   f x(g)y'-"-\g)dg for x E B.
J a

Yet AEP- If g belongs to the natural closure of A (in Q), there is a se-

quence {qn} of elements of A with qn—>q. By (15) and Lemma 3.8,

lim Tr(rf) = j x(g)y(g)dg

for xEB. By Lemma 3.10 and the definition of associated elements, this

implies that for xEB,

(16) lim Tr(rf) = Trf 23 © Px),

where q' runs over the elements of P which are associated with q. This com-

bined with Corollary 2 of Theorem 2.3 shows that every q' associated with q

belongs to the hull-kernel closure of A.

Conversely, let p in. £ belong to the hull-kernel closure of A. Select a net

{pi) of elements of A converging hull-kernelwise to p. Now no subnet {p"} of

{p'} converges (in the natural topology) to the point at infinity of Q. For,

if it did, Lemma 3.9 and Corollary 2 of Theorem 2.3 would tell us that \p"}

converged hull-kernelwise to no limit at all; which is impossible.

Thus all natural cluster points of {p'} are in the finite part of Q. Let q

be such a cluster point; and \p"} a subnet of {p*} converging naturally to q.

Again by Lemmas 3.8 and 3.10, and Corollary 2 of Theorem 2.3, \p"} can

converge in the hull-kernel topology to no p' except those associated with q;

and the same is true of {p*}. We have shown that every point p in the hull-

kernel closure of A is associated with a point in the natural closure of A. This

completes the proof.

For illustration, consider the 2X2 case. Referring to the end of §13, we

see that Q with the natural topology is homeomorphic to the subset W of the

plane consisting of:

(i) all (m, r), where m is a positive integer and r is real;

(ii) all (0, r) where r^O;

(iii) all (-5, 0), where 0<sgl;

(iv) an isolated point, say ( — 2, 0).

Here the (m, r) or (i) or (ii) corresponds to the representation Tm'T of the

principal series; ( — s, 0) corresponds to the representation £* of the supple-

mentary series for 0 <s < 1; (— 2, 0) corresponds to the identity representation

/; and ( — 1, 0) corresponds to the one and only point of Q — P. By §16,

( — 1, 0) is associated with ( — 2, 0) and (2, 0).
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Corollary 1. In the 2X2 case, transfer the hull-kernel topology of G to the

subset W of the plane by means of the above correspondence. IfAEW— {( — 1,0)}

the hull-kernel closure of A is equal to

(a) the natural closure A of A unless A contains (— 1, 0);

(b) (A- {(-1, 0)})\j{(-2, 0), (2, 0)} if A contains (-1, 0).

From Corollary 1 we see that G is not Hausdorff. In fact, if 5—»1 —, T"

approaches both 7 and P2,0. The same is true for the group G with general n.

However, the deviation from the Hausdorff property is rather weak, as is

shown by the next corollary:

Corollary 2. 7/G is thenXn complex unimodular group, no net of elements

of G converges to more than 2["'2) distinct limits.

Proof. By an argument exactly similar to the second half of the proof of

Theorem 3.1, for each net of elements of G there is a q in Q such that every

limit of the net is associated with q. But, by the definition of associated ele-

ments, the largest number of elements in P associated with any one q in Q

is 2^'2K

Recall that each extended set of parameters v, p, p, hence each q in Q, is

associated with a certain value of r, called its r-value, namely, half the number

of nonreal terms in the sequence p. Let QT he the set of q in Q having r-value

t. The following fact is immediate:

Lemma 3.11. An element q' associated with a q in QT has r-value r' <t.

Corollary 3. The topology of G relativized to the set AT of those representa-

tions having fixed r-valued t, is Hausdorff.

Proof. Consider A, as a subset of P. If BEAT, denote by B and BH the

closure of B in the natural and hull-kernel topologies respectively. It follows

from Theorem 3.1 and Lemma 3.11 that

Bf\ AT = BH (~\ Ar.

Hence the hull-kernel and the natural topologies coincide when relativized to

Ar. Thus the former is Hausdorff on AT.

Corollary 4. The topology of G, relativized lo the union of all the principal

series, is Hausdorff.

Proof. Put r = 0 in Corollary 3.

Corollary 5. For each fixed r0, the set g(r0) of all T in G with r-values

equal to or less than to is closed in G.

Proof. By Lemma 3.11.

Note that r= [m/2] is the largest permissible value of r. Corollaries 3 and

5 show that the sequence
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g(0), 9(1), • • • , Sir) = G

is an ascending sequence of closed subsets of G such that each g(i) — 9(i— 1)

is Hausdorff in the relativized topology of G. An easy argument (see [12,

particularly Lemma 4.1, p. 233]) now shows:

Corollary 6. There is a finite increasing sequence

Io= {0},        Il,h, ■ ■ ■ ,Ir = C*(G)

of closed two-sided ideals of C*(G) such that each £//,_i (i=l, ■ ■ • , r) has a

Hausdorff structure space.

Corollary 7. A subset A of G which (considered as a subset of Q) is closed

in the natural topology is also closed in G, and is Hausdorff as a subspace of G.

Proof. The closure of A in G follows immediately from Theorem 3.1. If

£C^4, the hull-kernel closure of B is equal to the natural closure. Thus the

hull-kernel and natural topologies relative to A coincide, and the former is

Hausdorff.

Corollary 8. Each principal series is a closed subset of G.

Proof. By Corollary 7.

18. The regular representation of G. It is well known (see [4]) that the

regular representation £ of G is a direct integral of representations of the

principal non-degenerate series. In fact, if 9 is the locally compact Hausdorff

space consisting of the principal nondegenerate series (see Corollary 8), then

l= f ® (Mo-r)
J9

(see §6) with respect to a measure on g whose closed hull is g. By Theorem

1.7, £ is weakly equivalent to the set of all No-£, TEQ; hence (see remark

preceding Theorem 1.6) L is weakly equivalent to g. It follows that the

spectrum of £ (see Theorem 1.6) is the closure of g in G, i.e., g itself.

Theorem 3.2. The spectrum of the regular representation of G is precisely

the principal nondegenerate series.

Thus G is an example of a locally compact group whose regular representa-

tion does not weakly contain all irreducible representations (see §7).

Theorem 3.2 also shows that the implication (i)—>(iii) in Theorem 1.2 fails

for general Banach *-algebras. Indeed, let A be obtained by adjoining a unit

element to the group algebra £i(G), G being as usual the nXn unimodular

group. Let £ be an element of G not belonging to the principal nondegenerate

series; and consider it as acting on^. If a positive functional qj on A associ-

ated with £ is a weak* limit of sums d/t of positive functionals on A associated

with  the regular representation L,  an easy argument shows that d/{—>d>
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weakly* even after ypt and 0 are extended to C*(G); and hence that the

regular representation weakly contains P. But this is untrue by Theorem

3.2. Therefore condition (iii) of Theorem 1.2 fails, when A, T are as defined

above, and S consists of L only. On the other hand, L is well known to be

faithful on A; so that (i) holds. Thus the implication (i)—>(iii) fails in this

situation.

19. Concluding remarks. One naturally asks what is the relationship be-

tween the topology of G discussed in this paper and the Borel structure on G

defined by Mackey in [15]. The author will deal with this question, and also

with other equivalent definitions of the topology of G, in a forthcoming

note.

Corollaries 2 and 6 of Theorem 3.1 have shown that the departure in G

from the Hausdorff property is fairly weak, when G is a complex unimodular

group. Presumably the same result is true for arbitrary connected semi-

simple Lie groups with faithful matrix representations; but the author has

not been able to prove it.

The results of this paper form only an introduction to the detailed study

of the structure of the group C*-algebras of semi-simple groups, or, more

generally, of C*-algebras A whose irreducible representations are all com-

pletely continuous. Perhaps, as suggested by Kaplansky in [14], the cases

where the structure space is Hausdorff form the appropriate building-blocks

for the general case. If so, it would appear that further progress must take

two directions: (a) the analysis of A, in case A is Hausdorff, in terms of fibre

bundles with A as base space; (b) the extension problem—how a construct

A when 7 and A/1 are known (7 being a closed two-sided ideal of A). The

author has made some headway in problem (a), in the case that all irreducible

representations are of the same finite dimension.
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